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Shaun was shocked. He never thought that things would develop to this point. 

In the morning, He went to the company and pulled the sluggish Kaiden away and 
asked, “Where have you been in the morning?” 

Kaiden clenched his fists and looked remorseful, “Young master Jewell asked me to 
accompany Miss Eliza to the Jewell Corporation’s meeting, for fear that Hank Jewell will 
attack Miss Eliza in the company.” 

“I can send someone over.” Shaun was annoyed, “You are Chester’s capable 
subordinate. Now Chester only trusts you completely, you should guard him for a while.” 

Kaiden said, “I’m sorry…I didn’t expect Hank Jewell to do such a thing, no matter 
what…He’s his father.” 

“What kind of father is he?” Shaun gritted his teeth, “Go to the police and tell the police 
that Hank Jewell deliberately murdered Chester, and I don’t believe unless Hank Jewell 
is locked up and taught a lesson.” 

“No way.” Kaiden said hurriedly, “Now that Young master Jewell is like this, if Hank 
Jewell is also locked up, it will be Mrs. Jewell’s temper. And she will definitely make you 
feel dizzy. Cindy may not be able to transfuse blood, or she will definitely benefit from a 
blood transfusion. Of course, this is not the most troublesome. I am afraid that Mrs. 
Jewell has no matter what, the consequences are very troublesome later.” 

Shaun was reminded like this, and then he remembered Mrs. Jewell’s appearance of 
fainting at every turn. 

Before, Shaun always felt that it was unfortunate enough that his father did not love his 
mother. 

He was thinking about it now that Chester was even more unfortunate. He couldn’t 
scold, and couldn’t ignore it. 

It’s not good to carry the reputation of an angry mother. 

Hank Jewell was probably so arrogant because of this. 

Kaiden: “As soon as you’re ready to go abroad, you arrange for someone to contact the 
hospital immediately, and send Chester out tomorrow. Don’t let the Jewell family know 
where Chester is. If they know about chester, they will make trouble again.” 



Shaun arranged it. 

… 

In the early evening. 

Catherine contacted Shaun: “Mr. Hill, where are you going? I haven’t heard about you 
for a day. It’s already passed the lunch time, and you have not been seen yet. You don’t 
even need to make a phone call if you don’t go home. You are very arrogant.” 

Shaun patted his forehead, “I’m so busy that I forgot the time. I’m outside. Hank Jewell, 
the b*stard brought people into trouble in the ward at noon today, Chester’s injury 
worsened, the domestic doctor said that his leg could not be saved, so he could only 
saw it off. I am preparing the procedures for going abroad and the discharge materials, 
and I will try to send Chester to Country Rwanda for treatment tomorrow to see if he can 
save his leg.” 

“How could this be the case?” Catherine was stunned, “I didn’t say that the surgery was 
performed before, but it was already there. It’s getting better slowly. Is it okay to send 
him abroad and then get treatment slowly?” 

Shaun said, “Chester couldn’t move after the operation. Hank Jewell dragged him to the 
ground and tossed him. All the wounds split open, which is more serious than before.” 

Shaun sighed and continued, “No matter what, Chester had been helping me when my 
company had an accident. Now he is in trouble, and I can’t ignore it. I may have to 
accompany him when he goes abroad this time, but the treatment plan will be 
determined over there. I’ll be back soon.” 

“Then I’ll pack your luggage for you later.” Catherine supported her with actions 
Although she used to dislike Chester very much. 

But to Shaun, Chester was his best friend who helped him when he was at his worst. 

Besides, Chester also had an accident to save Charity. 

After hanging up the phone, Catherine hesitated for a while, but still called Charity, “Did 
you know that Hank Jewell went to the hospital to make trouble today and made 
Chester’s condition worse?” 

Charity was startled and said with a dull throat, “Is it serious?” 
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The answer to her was silence. 

Until Catherine asked again, “Charity, will you go?” 

“Huh? Let’s go.” Charity responded, “I’ll go with you.” 

Catherine: “Okay.” 

After eating, Catherine drove to pick Charity up. 

It was evening. 

At the gate of the community, Charity stood there wearing a brown windbreaker, not 
knowing what she was thinking, the evening wind was blowing her long hair. 

Catherine drove the car in front of her and honked the horn, but she didn’t even hear 
her, and was still distracted. 

“Charity, let’s go.” Catherine had to stick out her head and shout. 

Charity snapped back to her senses, got into the car, glanced back, and there were 
some clothes and toiletries on the back seat. 

“I guess Shaun will accompany Chester there at night and help him bring something 
there.” Catherine explained. 

Charity lowered her eyes, “It stands to reason that I should be there with him. After all, 
Chester is now my savior.” 

“Charity, you have just been discharged from the hospital, so you should rest at home. 
Besides, you are a woman and for you, take care of a man is not very convenient.” 
Catherine comforted, “Especially…since we don’t plan to get back together, we still 
keep our distance.” 

“Actually, it’s all my fault. If Kaiden didn’t protect me today, Kaiden would stay by his 
side. If I abstained from the Jewell’s board of directors, the situation wouldn’t have 
turned out like this.” 

“Don’t feel guilty.” Catherine said. She scolded Hank Jewell all the way in the car. 

… 

After arriving at the hospital, Chester was in a coma while infusion, Shaun said, 
“Chester woke up for a while in the afternoon, but his legs were too painful. I asked the 
doctor to give him painkillers and he felt asleep again…” 



Catherine asked, “Have you contacted the doctor in Rwanda?” 

Shaun nodded, “I will send Chester there tomorrow morning. I have already arranged a 
transfer. This time it may take half a month.” 

“Then you pay attention to safety, don’t mess with me outside.” Catherine took the 
opportunity to drag Shaun out of the ward. 

Charity didn’t do anything, just stood on the edge of the bed and watched Chester 
quietly. Somehow, she still remembered the first time she met Chester. 

Strangers were like jade, and the son was unparalleled in the world. 

Chester was so handsome and dazzling. Now that face is no different from a dead 
person, and his body is even more scarred. 

Who would have thought that this was the arrogant, vicious and indomitable Chester 
she knew. 

After standing for ten minutes, Charity said in a low voice, “Chester, you should go 
abroad for treatment. I will help you and take good care of Jewell Corporation. And for 
your father, I will not let him to stand up there.” 

… 

The next day, early morning. 

Charity stood on the grass in the garden. She raised her head and looked at the blue 
sky. 

There, there was a trace that the plane crossed when it left. 

At the same time. 

The video of KAnk Jewell breaking into the hospital and beating his son was posted 
online because he lost his position as chairman. 

The whole network shook again. 

[Really or not, is this man really Chester’s father? Even his son is like this. He even 
murdered a seriously ill person, and the animals are not as vicious as him. ] 

[My friend works in that hospital. I heard that Chester was seriously injured. The doctor 
did not save his leg after rescuing him for an afternoon. Now Chester has been sent 
abroad for treatment. ] 



[No, the position of a chairman is not as good as his own son. ] 

[Rich people put power and status as the most important thing. He probably didn’t do it 
on purpose, but he was just too angry. I heard that Chester was helping his biological 
father’s competitor. I said, this son deserves it. ] 
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[Are you still human upstairs, do you know why Chester didn’t help his biological father, 
because Hank’s idea was not good, He wanted to quickly harvest the big cake of the 
hospital and use all means to make more money, so Chester objected. He believes that 
the company should establish a medical school and train a professional team to 
overcome various intractable diseases, so that domestic medicine can lead foreign 
countries as soon as possible. ] 

[Wow, fortunately, Hank didn’t take over the Jewell family, then we ordinary people must 
not become his harvesters. ] 

[D*mn, these capitalists are really wicked, they are so rich, they even have to harvest 
the sick. ] 

[Hank really can’t do it. The Jewell family almost went bankrupt in his hands. It was 
Chester who turned the tide. I don’t know where he got the face to be the chairman of 
the Jewell family. ] 

[Hehe, in the capital circle, who doesn’t know that Hank can only eat, drink, and listen to 
people’s flattery. ] 

[This kind of person, even his son, was hacked to death while walking carefully. ] 

… 

in the Jewell family’s old house. 

Hank Jewell was so angry that he smashed everything in the house. 

“It must have been this villain who spread the news, and he should have been strangled 
as an achievement.” 

Mrs. Jewell sat on the sofa while stroking her chest and wept, “A sinner, if it was the 
other one who was alive at the time, maybe it would be the same. There won’t be so 
many bad things.” 



Cindy stroked Mrs. Jewell’s back and asked, “Auntie, what is the other one who is 
alive?” 

Mrs. Jewell held her hand and didn’t hide it, “In those days, when he was born They 
were twins, but when they were born, the other was malnourished, underdeveloped, 
and died.” 

Hank Jewell snorted coldly, “The doctor said that when the twins were absorbing 
nutrients in her womb, Chester took the nutrition from the twin brothers. It’s all taken 
away, this kid was vicious in his mother’s womb, I saw, his lame leg was self-inflicted, 
and God couldn’t see it.” 

“Don’t say that.” Mrs. Jewell sighed unhappily, “It’s our son after all.” 

“Did I say something wrong? I didn’t push him at all yesterday. It’s a frame up, and he’s 
getting revenge on me.” Hank said through gnashing of teeth. 

Cindy suddenly muttered: “I have been in the entertainment industry for a few years, 
and I heard from friends that the news came from Fraga Pictures. As far as I know, 
Eliza is now the major shareholder of Fraga Pictures. It must have something to do with 
Eliza.” 

“This vicious woman.” Hank Jewell clenched his fists, his eyes were cold. 

At this moment, Dalton Chadwick called, “Mr. Jewell, you have done too much, those 
things are too embarrassing. The board of directors held a private meeting just now, we 
decided to exempt you from Jewell Corporation’s. You can rest assured that I will take 
good care of Young master Jewell, and the dividends that should be paid in the future 
will not be missing from you.” 

“Mrs. Jewell belongs to our Jewell family, what qualifications do you b*stards have to 
relieve me from my position?” Hank Jewell was arrogant and said nothing. 

Dalton Chadwick smiled, “It’s your Jewell family and all of us have shares. Let’s take a 
good rest, and take a look at the “Book of Rites” and “Three Character Classic” at 
home.” 

After finished Dalton hung up the call. 

Hank Jewell proudly smashed his phone on the wall. 

In the office on the other side, Dalton smiled and looked at Charity opposite: “People 
outside say that Miss Eliza treats Chester, a life-saving benefactor, cold-blooded and 
ruthless, but I don’t think so.” 

“Totally ruthless, I really didn’t do it.” Charity nodded very sincerely. 
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After Dalton took a sip of Oolong tea, he asked meaningfully: “I wonder, Miss Eliza, are 
you Chester’s eyes or ears in Jewell’s family or something else?” 

Facing Dalton’s suspicion, Charity calmly raised her eyes to look at him, and asked, 
“Director Chadwick, do you know why I chose to stand with you on the board of 
directors?” 

“Isn’t it because Miss Eliza, you’re bloody and think that my plan can benefit more 
people?” Dalton said in surprise. 

Charity smiled, “Actually, my original intention was to give up voting qualifications. It 
was Chester who made me choose you. Director Chadwick, you thought you would win, 
it was your own reason, but it’s wrong. It was Chester who made you win, otherwise, 
with his methods even if he is disabled, he can still issue orders while lying in the 
hospital bed. I think, not only me, there should be many directors who have received 
Chester’s secret promise to help you.” 

Dalton was stunned, and then smiled complicatedly. “That boy…” 

“Director Chadwick, I advise you to serve as the director of Jewell Corporation’s well, 
and don’t always think about those who have nothing. There is no position in this world 
that will never be replaced, did you see how glorious Hank Jewell was before? Now he 
doesn’t even have the qualifications to intervene in Jewell Corporation’s internal affairs, 
isn’t he?” Charity said, woke up and left. 

… 

Charity rarely came to Jewell Corporation’s for the next period of time. 

Most of the time, she was busy with the launch of Neeson Corporation’s new products. 

As for some time ago, the uproarious incident had gradually become a thing of the past 
with the emergence of other breaking news. 

Only those who had experienced those things had never forgotten them. 

The day after Shaun returned from abroad, Charity asked Catherine to meet. 

“You said why are you looking for me in such a hurry?” Catherine winked, “My husband 
went abroad for half a month, and before we, the husband and wife had time to love 
each other, you hurriedly called me out. “ 



“It’s been a whole night, and I haven’t had time to fall in love yet.” Charity glanced at the 
charming look that overflowed from her brows, “Isn’t one night enough to satisfy you?” 

Catherine almost took a sip of coffee with a hot face. then she said, “Charity, I told 
you…” 

Before Catherine finished speaking, she paused and sighed when she met Charity’s 
unmotivated eyes, “Charity, you didn’t say you didn’t like it. Is Chester still so concerned 
about his affairs?” 

“After all, Chester is my savior now, if I really don’t pay attention, I think you will 
consider making friends with me again.” Charity frowned, “Did Shaun tell you about 
Chester’s situation?” 

“Yes.” Catherine’s eyes flashed with regret, “Because of Hank Jewell’s actions, his leg 
injury was too serious. IN country Rwanda, there was a possibility of repair, but there 
was no way to save that leg over there, half of the leg was sawed off, and now he is 
currently recovering over there.” 

Charity’s hand holding the coffee cup shook slightly, and the coffee stains splashed on 
her hand. 

At that moment, her mind went blank for a short time. 

Catherine handed her a tissue, “When his leg injury is healed, I will go to Country 
Malawi to re-install a smart leg. Although it can’t be the same as a normal leg, but 
Chester can still walk for a while… ..” 

“He…” Charity took a deep breath, “What do I think?” 

“Shaun said that Chester accepted his situation and was quite calm. In fact, Chester’s 
heart was able to bear it that is stronger than all of us thought.” Catherine said and 
lowered her head and sighed, “I am afraid that Chester will spend two years abroad 
before returning to Australia. If you want to see Chester, I can send you the address…” 
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Charity has been silent. 

Catherine sent her the address and said, “Charity, it’s up to you to decide whether you 
want to go or not.” 

“I didn’t plan to go, that’s it.” Charity bit her head and said coldly, “Between me and him, 
it’s even.” 



Catherine glanced at her absent-mindedness and shrugged, “Charity, do you still insist 
on seeing a psychiatrist?” 

Charity replied, “It took a while for me to get injured before. I went there a few days ago 
and started taking medicine again.” 

Catherine: “Then I hope you get better soon.” 

Charity was startled. 

Get well soon, get my emotions back, and then what? 

She was a little bewildered. 

When the two left the cafe, the secretary called: “Ms. Eliza, I made an appointment with 
Dominick Castonguay to shoot an advertisement today, but he didn’t show up.” 

“Is he going to breach the contract?” Charity’s expression changed. 

The secretary smiled bitterly and said, “I contacted his assistant, and his assistant 
said… Mr. Castonguay hates you very much, so he doesn’t want to come.” 

“…” 

Charity laughed angrily. 

After calming down, she suddenly remembered that Dominick was introduced by 
Chester. She seemed to have heard his assistant say that Dominick was very grateful to 
Chester for saving his mother. 

“Tell his assistant that if Dominick doesn’t come today, he will pay us three times the 
liquidated damages according to the contract.” Charity said bluntly. 

“But…will this offend others? If he really cancels the contract, we…where can we find 
athletes to cooperate?” The secretary said. 

“Three times is not a small amount. If he is smart enough, he will come. You said, I will 
wait for him at the commercial shooting point.” 

Charity hung up the phone after finishing speaking. 

Catherine squinted her eyes, “Dominick, he looks quite handsome.” 

“Don’t forget, Catherine, you’re a married woman. Don’t always focus on that.” Charity 
reminded angrily. 



“I mean, you can make a twist. Didn’t you make it clear to Miguel anyway?” Catherine 
winked. 

Charity was speechless, “I look at the men on the street now, and they are no different 
from women.” 

After speaking, she and Catherine said goodbye and left. 

Catherine looked at the car she was leaving, and couldn’t help but complain, “I think I’m 
just like a woman in your eyes, except that you regard Chester as a man.” 

… 

An hour later. 

Charity arrived at the shooting site. 

Unexpectedly, Dominick arrived at about the same time as her. 

For this national-level athlete, Charity had seen it on her mobile phone a lot, but she 
was more impactful. Dominick was 1.9 meters tall, with invincible long legs, and his 
sportswear couldn’t hide his youthful vigor and figure. With a sturdy upper body, looking 
further up, that good-looking face wearing sunglasses was really cool and handsome. 

Definitely the type that young women like the most right now. 

Charity was stunned for a while. She was not of Miguel’s type recently, or Chester’s 
type, who were not related to sunshine, youth, or anything. 

“What are you looking at? Old woman, you’ve never seen a man before.” Dominick said, 
took off his sunglasses, his attitude was mad and dragging. 

The secretary was immediately indignant. 

Charity stopped her, “I’m only 24 years old, if I’m an old woman, who is this assistant 
next to you, auntie?” 

Dominick’s assistant twitched, “Ms. Eliza, don’t let your flames spread to…Is it on me, 
an innocent person?” 

“If you feel innocent, let Dominick’ manager take good care of Dominick.” Charity 
reminded with a cold face, “Dominick is not a three-year-old child, and I am not his 
parent, no dote on him and let him.” 
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The other assistant was a little embarrassed and wanted to apologize, but Dominick 
held her back, “What have you to say to such a selfish, cold-blooded and vicious 
woman, some people, no matter how good-looking they are, the blood in their bones is 
dirty…” 

After hearing this, Charity said: “Thank you.” 

Dominick scratched his ears, “What did you say, thank you?” 

“Shouldn’t I say thank you? you said I look good!” Charity smiled slightly. 

She was originally beautiful and attractive, with a small face as clean as relaxed white 
snow, and a slender body. She suddenly smiled and her eyes were like jewels. 

Dominick was stunned for a few seconds, and then scolded: “Fox spirit, shameless, no 
wonder you are so rich, you are the most scheming woman I have ever seen, and there 
are not a few men who have been tricked by you to cheat money and s-e-x.” 

He What this means was that Charity could be today, relying on men. 

The secretary on Eliza’s side couldn’t listen anymore, she said, “You said a lot to our 
Miss!” 

Charity raised her hand slightly, blocked the secretary, and looked straight at Dominick: 
“In your heart What do you think of me, I don’t care. I don’t know you well, and I don’t 
care about your opinion. I only have one request. I want to shoot the commercial. Since 
they don’t like each other’s eyes, we don’t need to meet after the shoot. Anyway, we 
only signed a one-year cooperation.” 

“Okay, okay, we will finish shooting the commercial as soon as possible.” Dominick’s 
Assistant hurriedly went down and dragged his artist to the dressing room to change 
clothes. 

“What are you afraid of, I want to scold Eliza two more times.” Dominick said angrily, 
“I’m very upset when I see her dragging appearance.” 

“Okay, you scold her, don’t go too far, then After all, it’s the family and Chester’s 
business.” The assistant suppressed the ancestor’s temper, “There is a backstage for 
people to get to where they are today. I heard that she, Catherine and Freya are best 
friends. Think about that the identities of the two!” 

“Don’t always remind me of this, since I dare to say it, I won’t be afraid.” Dominick’s 
unhappy voice came from a distance. 



The secretary approached Charity: “Ms. Eliza, this Dominick’s words are too much. Do 
you want to be embarrassed when we are shooting later?” 

“No need, I will shoot earlier to save trouble.” Charity’s eyes were indifferent and she 
didn’t take that to heart at all. 

Since Chester had an accident in order to save Charity, there have been more than one 
person on the Internet who said she was indifferent. 

However, Dominick came too late, and the advertisement was not finished in the 
evening. 

At 6 O’clock in the evening, Charity drove away. 

Halfway through, her car pulled over and went to the small supermarket on the side of 
the road to buy a package of sanitary napkins and food. When she came out, she saw a 
wet black cat hiding in the flowers, looking at her with dark eyes. 

Her heart softened inexplicably, she took out a ham from the bag, opened it, and put it 
on the edge of the flower bed. 

After she left a few steps, the young cat emerged from the grass and bit the ham 
awkwardly. 

That appearance made Charity think of herself who was once imprisoned on the island. 
At that time, she was doing the hardest work. She was hungry and could not even get 
enough to eat. The typhoon came, and she lived in a dilapidated cell. 

She stood by the side with an umbrella and watched quietly. 

On the road, a black Mercedes-Benz stopped at the intersection because of the traffic 
light. 

When Dominick looked out the window, he just took this scene into his eyes. 

Under the sky-blue mist and rain, a certain figure’s figure was as gentle as a ray of light. 

“Actually Eliza is not so cold-blooded.” The assistant beside him muttered. 

Dominick glared at the assistant fiercely. 
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The assistant was a woman, but she was also related to Dominick, she was more 
daring, and didn’t speak with so much scruples, “I’m telling the truth, although Chester 
saved your mother, but for Eliza, Chester has really hurt her and persecuted her, she 
can’t forget the hurtful things Chester has done but he saved her.” 

Dominick retorted: “Yes, Chester persecuted Eliza but he lost a leg because of her.” 

The assistant: “Then have you heard Eliza’s recording? What Chester said didn’t take 
her seriously at all. Eliza’s hatred is real, right? For you men, she was only slept a few 
times.” 

The assistant curled her lips, and then became a little angry, and continued, “You are 
not a woman, of course you cannot feel the despair of being forced, Chester had Cindy 
at that time, even for the sake of Cindy can destroy Eliza at any time.” 

Dominick was suddenly said to be a little lacking in confidence in the face of this 
cousin’s righteous appearance. 

The assistant said, “If Eliza was not strong enough and smart enough, she might have 
been forced to death by Chester long ago.” 

Dominick muttered in annoyance, “But if it wasn’t for Chester, she would have died long 
ago.” 

“So, before. Eliza should be grateful to embrace each other, never give up, and achieve 
a happy marriage?” The assistant asked back, “Besides, what Eliza said was right. She 
didn’t ask Chester to save her. This is the matter between the two of them, why are you 
joining in the fun?” 

“Who is the assistant?” Dominick glared at her through gritted teeth, “You’ll be kicking 
your nose.” 

“I’m your cousin.” The assistant said, “I’m using the identity of cousin now. Don’t 
persuade others to be kind. Don’t you understand this principle?” 

Dominick was silent. 

… 

When Dominick went to the studio the next day to shoot a commercial, he was a lot 
more honest. 

Charity was afraid that Dominick would be uneasy, so she came to the town early in the 
morning, but Dominick was very cooperative. 



Every photo she took after that was pretty cool. Whether it’s a photo of a skateboarder, 
or a recorded video. 

Charity can imagine that if such an endorsement picture is sent out, it will definitely 
arouse the love of many young boys and girls. 

“It’s been hard for you today.” Charity personally handed drinks to the staff. 

When a cup was delivered to Dominick, the other party gave her a cool look and didn’t 
answer, “I don’t drink these.” 

“Sugar-free.” Charity smiled kindly, “I know you have high training requirements, You 
can’t drink sugar.” 

Dominick was taken aback for a moment, then he took the drink, turned around, and 
took a sip. 

Cold and thirst-quenching. 

“Miss Eliza, you’re really attentive.” The assistant hurriedly praised, “I forgot to mention 
it.” 

“You have worked hard for the past two days.” Charity seemed to have forgotten the 
unhappiness of yesterday. 

This made the assistant rather embarrassed, “Ms. Eliza, in fact, the situation of Neeson 
Corporation has been very bad in recent years, and the outside world has long been 
dissatisfied with it. Although you have invited the palace to endorse this time, there may 
not be sales in the future. In fact, as far as I know, several sports brands have long 
wanted to buy Neeson Corporation. Why don’t you sell it? At least you can get some 
money.” 

“Neeson Corporation, the company my best friend used to run, she was wrongfully 
imprisoned and died unexpectedly. I want to do something within my power, if I fail in 
the future, it doesn’t matter. At least I don’t have any regrets.” Charity answered her 
question with a smile. 

Dominick on the side couldn’t help but glance at Charity. She was really beautiful. 
Although Charity was not the type with a strong face, she was the face of first love that 
a man would never forget. 

It was no wonder that she can become a top actress in the entertainment industry at a 
young age. 

 


